
 

 

 

 

 
 

We are going to watch to a clip from a BBC Two programme, Long Shadow, where we 
will see how Hitler used the unpopular Treaty of Versailles to appeal to the German 
public and gain support. 

 

Task: as we watch, put a tick (✓) next to the correct statements. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Hitler’s account of what happened in the Great War resonated with many 

fellow veterans. 

 Hitler wanted to ensure that Germany would once again become a world 
power. 

 In July 1926, the Nazi Party held its annual rally in Weimar, and Hitler 

delivered his speech in the National Theatre. 

 Hitler was in a minority for feeling betrayed by the Weimar Republic and 
Treaty of Versailles, as the majority of Germans agreed with its terms. 

 Although Hitler did not fight in the Great War himself, he was incredibly 

supportive of those who did, and used this to gain their support. 

 It was a coincidence that Hitler chose to give his speech at the National 
Theatre. 

 Hitler used his speech to celebrate how long Germany had struggled to 
position itself as a world power, and to express his anger at the fact it had 
lost its place because of the Treaty of Versailles. 
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We are going to watch to a clip from a BBC Two programme, Long Shadow, where we 
will see how Hitler used the unpopular Treaty of Versailles to appeal to the German 
public and gain support. 

 

Task: as we watch, put a tick (✓) next to the correct statements. 
 

 

✓ Hitler’s account of what happened in the Great War resonated with many 

fellow veterans. 

✓ Hitler wanted to ensure that Germany would once again become a world 
power. 

✓ In July 1926, the Nazi Party held its annual rally in Weimar, and Hitler 

delivered his speech in the National Theatre. 

 Hitler was in a minority for feeling betrayed by the Weimar Republic and 
Treaty of Versailles, as the majority of Germans agreed with its terms. 

 Although Hitler did not fight in the Great War himself, he was incredibly 

supportive of those who did, and used this to gain their support. 

 It was a coincidence that Hitler chose to give his speech at the National 
Theatre. 

✓ Hitler used his speech to celebrate how long Germany had struggled to 
position itself as a world power, and to express his anger at the fact it had 
lost its place because of the Treaty of Versailles. 
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